
Dear Public Scholars:

When Bruce and Miriam invited me to participate in the Scholarship as Public Practice session on
arguments and claims, I was thrilled. Then, I stalled. Where in the world, after all, do I actually define
and argue for “public scholarship,” as oppose to enact it? The call here, as I understood it, was not to
share my actual research in the form of articles and chapters, but to locate the genres and occasions in
which I was going about the business of meta-commentary, framing, arguing, and defining what public
scholarship means in the context of my work as an academic.

So, I’ve included some excerpts from a professional genre known as the YAR (Yearly Annual Report).
YARs, as far as I understand them in my context, are used by tenure-track Assistant Professors to
document research agendas and accomplishments (typically these are addressed to one’s Department
Head). YARs become one of many sources from which one’s tenure case is built. The YAR is a genre
of visibility that requires the enumeration and framing of one’s labor into a coherent research agenda,
among other things. Some YARs are utilitarian one-pagers that end up looking a lot like resumes that
simply list accomplishments under headings like research, conferences, and so on. A colleague, wiser
than I, helpfully suggested that these reports might best be conceived not as a punitive, obligatory
documentation of labor, but as an opportunity to craft an argument that does what I think this session
seeks to pinpoint: that is, how one makes and supports claims for a broader (public scholarship) agenda
from the disparate activities and labors one engages in.

In my case, I have increasingly found public scholarship as a useful organizing topos for stitching
together my various labors, along with other related topoi: public scholar, public-oriented work, public
rhetoric, engaged scholarship, community-based work, and so on.

In these excerpts, I am beginning to craft a story that defines my work in relation to my emerging
conception of public scholarship.

Looking forward to meeting you all.

Best, Candice



 Excerpts from my YARs…

To complement the list of accomplishments that I have included with this letter, I would like to state
that my scholarship is informed by a tight integration of teaching, research, and service and by a
general orientation towards the public. While “public scholarship” is a slippery concept, I find its
rhetorical resonance and capriciousness as useful for explaining the relationships among various labors
in which I am engaged. In Writing Partnerships, Thomas Dean offers a simple frame for classifying
complex ways of doing writing-based service learning that I draw on to frame my contributions as a
public scholar. As he puts it, one might write “about, for, or with” the public.  For example, I write
about publics when I study the circulation, embodiments, affects, and consequences of the tethering of
democratic and neoliberal rhetorics in community policing initiatives. My graduate students write for
publics when they draft a whitepaper based on interviews they conducted for a nonprofit as members
of my qualitative research course. My colleagues and I write with publics when we conduct rhetorical
analysis of media representations of the homeless with Real Change and do work that emerges from,
draws on, and circulates within academic and public exigencies, research questions, expertise, genres,
and contexts.

While keeping Dean’s frame in tow, what follows is an articulation of gravitational energy centers that
comprise the work I do as a “public scholar.”

Engaged Scholarship and Community-Based Work
“Engaged scholarship” is one of the pedagogical and research areas that I plan to continue developing
in my career. I’ll define engaged scholarship simply as academic work that actively seeks to find ways
to extend and apply disciplinary research inquiries to public contexts by developing partnerships with
community organizations (nonprofits, schools, public constituencies, etc.).  In particular, I am
interested in developing courses and research agendas that emerge in collaboration with community
partners; that respond to academic and community exigencies; that build on the their distinct traditions,
histories, and epistemologies; and that result in work that circulates in public and academic contexts.
Engaged scholarship, then, is a way to conceive of and do teaching, research, and service. Designing
community-based courses is not strictly pedagogical. I see studying engaged scholarship and
community-based work as an area of research for graduate students and myself.

I would like to briefly describe the community-based courses I’ve taught at UW in which students
conducted research with and for partners in projects that were co-designed with partners, had outcomes
that were academic and “public,” and that hoped to build on and contribute to academic and
community knowledge and inquiries.

Fall 2008: English 471 (Theories and Practice of Writing Instruction), I worked with Pipeline Project
to establish partnerships with eight Seattle schools (Garfield High School, Shoreline High School,
Rainer Beach High School, McClure, Ingraham High School, Ridgetop Junior High, South Lake High
School, and Summit K-12). In addition to doing field observations and mentoring students, my
students developed a curriculum project with some mentoring from teachers and from which they
taught one lesson. The hope was that the students would be better positioned to design effective
curriculums and understand the theoretical and practical opportunities and constraints of the “real
(teaching) world” if they were in a classroom and exposed to expertise there.  Ideally, too, students
would develop units that their partner teachers might be able to use.



Spring 2009: English 569 (Qualitative Research Methods). I worked with UW Carlson Center to
identify four community organizations (Solid Ground, Rite of Passage, Center for Wooden Boats, and
Family Works) that had the need for qualitative research and the capacity to work with graduate
students. The course had students from English, Anthropology and Sociology. The course was
designed to provide students with methodological and theoretical grounding, and I saw it as an ideal
course for community-based work that contributes to academic and community needs. While much of
class time was spent on introducing students to key research theories, genres, and methods, students
were also required to work with partners in various capacities to design research projects and to
collect, analyze, and represent data. By the end of the course, I hoped that students would have a much
more sophisticated understanding of how to do various kinds of qualitative studies (a nuanced
understanding that can only be gained through working with their partners, I believe, which is to say
doing something in an actual context) and that partners might leave with a greater capacity for working
with students and others and (hopefully) with some useful data, research protocols, and reports on their
organizations and constituents.

2009-Present: Phoenix Project: I have been a working member of the Phoenix Project with Elizabeth
Simmons-O’Neill, Mel Wensel, and Karen Mikolasy since Spring 2009. With institutional support, we
have worked to build a coherent curricular path and establish partnerships with Seattle-area schools to
better support our future English teachers. We’ve done a lot of grassroots labor on this project: meeting
with partners, changing our curriculum, meeting with students, creating assessment plans, looking for
funding, etc. We wrote and received a small grant from the Simpson Center to create a pilot workshop
series for teachers in 2010-2011 called the Teachers’ Studio. The Phoenix team hopes to increase
interest in teacher training among the wider English faculty. I developed the new course number
English 470 (Theories and Practice of Teaching Literature) with this aim in mind, as thus far, the bulk
of community-based work and teacher training has been shouldered by language and rhetoric faculty
and course offerings. We are working on designing projects that are sustained across quarters and more
meaningful both to UW and high school teachers/students.

Writing About Publics and Public Engagement

My recent publications and conference presentations exhibit a clear and sustained focus on engaged
scholarship, community-based pedagogies, and the study of public rhetorics. My book will contribute:
(1) studies of vernacular publics, public rhetorics, and democratic theory and practice in rhetorical
studies and in composition studies; (2) scholarship that theorizes and offers rhetorical ethnography as a
method for studying the materiality of rhetoric and rhetoric in action; and (3) interdisciplinary urban
ethnography and ethnographies of democracy that document political discourse and processes. All of
this work is unified by an insistence on being engaged with publics and studying publics in various
ways.

Book Project
My monograph-in-progress, Public Persuasions: Rhetoric, Democracy, and Contested Urban Spaces,
is an ethnographic inquiry into the rhetorical power of democracy and into the ambivalences of
democracy as it is practiced and evoked by vernacular publics in contested urban spaces. Drawing on
three years of fieldwork in Uptown, an ethnically and economically diverse and gentrifying Chicago
neighborhood, my book presents wide-ranging cases studies that examine how rhetorics of democracy
are enacted by clashing stakeholders in controversial affordable housing developments, community
policing initiatives, online publics, public art initiatives, anti-homelessness actions, and neighborhood-



grown organic food markets created to serve the homeless population. Within such cases, and in
others, my book examines the interconnections among the rhetorical commonplaces of democracy that
circulate in public discourse and within social space; the material conditions within which democracy
is practiced and assigned value; and the myriad tactical enactments of democracy by competing
publics. Ultimately, this book seeks to deepen our understanding of the work that democratic rhetoric
does and the possibilities for and consequences of democratic practice.

Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles and Book Chapters

“Sophistic Rhetoric and Civic Writing in the Engaged University” with Ann Feldman and Megan
Marie in Texts of Consequence: Composing Rhetorics of Social Activism for the Writing Classroom,
Eds. Christopher Wilkey and Nicholas Mauriello, Hampton Press, (forthcoming 2012).
“The Ambivalence of Democratic Participation in the Neoliberal City” in Ethnography, 2011.
“Publics, Power, and the Rhetorical Uses of Democracy” in The Public Work of Rhetoric, Eds. David
Coogan and John Ackerman, University of South Carolina Press, 2010.
“Assessing Student Writing and Learning” in Making Writing Matter: Redesigning First Year
Composition for the Engaged University with Ann Feldman and Megan Marie. SUNY Press, 2008.
“Strong at the Seams: Joining Academic and Civic Interests” with Diane Chin, Ann Feldman, Megan
Marie and Tom Moss in FACET: Quick Hits for Civic Engagement. Eds. James L. Perry and Steven
G. Jones. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2006.

“The Impact of Partnership-Centered, Community-Based Learning on First-Year Students’ Academic
Research Papers” with Ann Feldman, Tom Moss, Diane Chin, Megan Marie and Rebecca Haggerty in
Michigan Journal of Community Service.  (Fall 2006)

Selected Conference Presentations

“Networked Democracy, Rhetorical Force, and the Role of Online Media in Community Organizing,”
Conference on College Composition and Communication, St. Louis, March 2012

“At the Intersections of Rhetoric and Ethnography,” Workshop Session, Rhetoric Society of America
Institute, Boulder, June 2011

“Toward a Materialist Rhetoric: Theories and Methods for Studying Rhetoric-In-Action,” Rhetoric
Society of America Conference, Minneapolis, May 2010

“Why Scholars of Engagement Should Study Rhetoric,” Conference on College Composition and
Communication, Louisville, March 2010

“Social Entrepreneurialism and the Democratic Subject,” Conference on College Composition and
Communication, San Francisco, March 2009

“Neoliberalism, Morality, and Rhetorical Invention in Affordable Housing Disputes,” National
Communication Association Conference, San Diego, November 2008.

“Interrogating Rhetorics of Civic Engagement.” Rhetoric Society of America, Seattle, May 2008


